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[PTO]
Q1 – Q20 contain Multiple Choice Questions and are therefore restricted
21. Please reflect on your experience of **customer collaboration**. Consider, then clearly and briefly describe the following when constructing your reflection:

- An overview of what customer collaboration commonly entails, and the extent to which it is core to the agile process.
- The approach your team took to collaborating with the customer, with examples, and the benefits and drawbacks of this approach.
- How the environment (a student team project) affected your experience, and how that experience might be different under other circumstances.

(20 marks)

22. Please reflect on your experience of **test-driven development**. Consider, then clearly and briefly describe the following when constructing your reflection:

- An overview of what test-driven development commonly entails, and the extent to which it is core to the agile process.
- The approach your team took to test-driven development, with examples, and the benefits and drawbacks of this approach.
- How the environment (a student team project) affected your experience, and how that experience might be different under other circumstances.

(20 marks)

23. Please reflect on your experience of using **scrum**. Consider, then clearly and briefly describe the following when constructing your reflection:

- An overview of what scrum commonly entails, and the extent to which it is core to the agile process.
- The approach your team took to using scrum, with examples, and the benefits and drawbacks of this approach.
- How the environment (a student team project) affected your experience, and how that experience might be different under other circumstances.

(20 marks)